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CHAPTERSEVEN

PHOTOGRAPHICINTERPRETATION

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Interpretation of aerial photographs combines the fields of art and
science in order to identify objects and to determine their
significance. In forest inventory. forest classifiers delineate and
describe forest and non-forest timber types and identify individual
tree species.

The intent of this chapter is twofold: first. to aid forest
classifiers in the interpretation of stand parameters (see Chapter 3)
using mid-scale aerial photographs; and second. to assist them in the
identification of individual tree species on large-scale colour
stereograms. This chapter should be used in conjunction with the
81ack-and-Hhite Stereogram Handbookand with the Colour Stereogram
Handbook. He assume that the user of this chapter has already
obtained a basic training in photo interpretation: for refreshment.
refer to the summarized version of the basic characteristics of aerial
photography in Appendices 7-3 through 7-9.

7.2 PHOTOGRAPHICINTERPRETATION

Photographic interpretation is defined by the American Society of
Photogrammetry (1966) as lithe act of examining photographic images for
the purpose of identifying objects and judging their significance".

Photo interpretation is a continuous process of searching for clues
and of comparing knownclues. for example. those for a knowntree
species with those of an unknownspecies. These clues are then
checked with environmental factors such as site requirements and
interpretation is further reinforced by local knowledge. This process
results in the identification of tree characteristics typical to
certain individual tree species or species groups that provide a
reliable base for species identification.

The identification starts with the elimination of improbable species
owing to location. climate and physiography.

The next step is the identification of species associations that might
exist owing to topography. site. history and image characteristics.

The final step is the identification of tree species or species
groups. Large-scale photography is best for the identification of
individual tree species because the morphological characteristics of
the crown (shape. branch. foliage) can be used. Mid-scale
(conventional) photography is best for the identification of species
groups which is based on the collective image characteristics of the
same tree species.
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7.21 THE INTERPRETER

To extract the maximumamountof information from a stereoscopic pair
of photographs requires experience, training, patience and good
judgement. For forest inventory, a photo interpreter should have a
sound knowledge about the morphological, the photographic and the
ecological characteristics of the individual tree species. He should
spend time in the field sufficient to correlate his photo interpreted
objects to their ground equivalents.

Also, a good photo interpreter should have stereoscopic perception and
the ability to see a photographic model in three dimensions, which
permits the recognition of the height and shape of objects as well as
of topographic relief. Through stereoscopic viewing. he is able to
study and analyse the characteristics of a given object in order to
conclude its identity.

A photo interpreter plays an important role in forest classification
and sampling. As a forest classifier, he divides the land base into
homogeneousstrata based on a set of well-defined criteria. This
exercise is done on mid-scale (1:15 000, 1:20 000) air photos and is
referred to as initial stratification. Then, for the final labelling,
the interpreter. through photo interpretation, incorporates all
suitable ground and aerial information, tempered by his thorough
knowledge of the area being surveyed (see Section 7.3).

In addition to mid-scale photography being used for the stratification
and description of forest types, large-scale (70 mm)photography is
also used for the classification of forest types and for photo
sampling. A photo interpreter identifies the species and measures
variables of individual trees from the 70 mmstereograms used for
forest classification and sampling (see Chapter 3 and 4).

7.22 ELEMENTSOF PHOTOINTERPRETATION

7.221 Size

Size of trees, particularly relative size,
important clues to the photo interpreter.
in comparisonto that of an unknownone is
7-1 and B/HSH,P1 1. Section 3.1).

is one of the most
The size of a knownobject
relative size (see Figure

On the one hand. determination of actual (absolute) size of an object
is best done on large-scale photography and requires knowledge of
scale and some measurements. On the other hand. mid-scale photography
is better suited for the study of relative size, such as the size and
shape of a particular 1andform in comparison to another 1andform.
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7.221 cont.
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Figure 7-1 Relative size

In Figure 7-1, the crown width of seed orchard B is about the same as
the road width (5 m). The tree crowns of seed orchard A are about
half the size of those in seed orchard B (2.5 m). Similarily, given
the height of any object, the approximate height of a nearby tree can
be determined by comparison.

7.222 Shape

Someobjects (for example, railways, roads, residential areas, and
airports) can be identified on a single (two dimensional) photograph
by their typical shape. However, most objects require more reliable
interpretation through the three-dimensional stereoscopic model.
Also, shape alone can be a decisive element for the identification of
certain objects whenviewed in three dimensions. For instance, the
needle-like crown shape identifies alpine fir, whereas the sinuous
shape of a landform reveals an esker.

Study of crown shapes can best be done at some distance from the
principal point, near the edge of the photo where one has an
oblique-like view through image displacement (see B/HSH,P1 1 and 2,
Section 3.2).

7.223 Gray Tone and Colour

Gray tone refers to each distinguishable shade variation from black to
white. Photographic films register reflected light variance in
different tones of gray on black-and-white film and in different hues
and chroma (strength of colour) on colour film. Variation in
brightness can be calibrated with a gray scale from 1 to 10, light to
dark.

To indicate differences in gray tone, owing to crown structure, an
interpreter uses the terms light, mediumand dark (see B/HSH,Pl 3,
Section 3.4).

11



7.223 cont.

The main factors that effect gray tone or colour are spectral
reflectance and film sensitivity (see Appendices 7-3 and 7-4). Other
important factors are object colour. foliage surface. atmospheric
conditions. topography. and sun angle.

A. Object colour

The eye can distinguish manymore colours than it can gray tones.
hence the reason for better species identification on colour
photos than on black-and-white photos.

Generally. light coloured objects reflect more light and register
in lighter tones than do dark coloured objects (see B/HSH.Pl 2.
Section 3.3.). The same object may have different hues or tones
on the same photograph owing to different view angles (the centre
and edge of a photo). topography (mountainous and flat terrain).
and aspect (east and west).
Sometree species can be identified by their characteristic
colour: for instance. western white pine has a light bluish tint.
Only use colour in combination with other identifying factors.

B. Foliage

Structure of foliage and its arrangement on twigs influence the
amount of reflected light. The contained shadows of conifers
explain their darker tone compared to the lighter tone of
deciduous trees because individual needles cast numerous shadows
and their cumulative effect produces a dark crown tone. In
contrast. deciduous trees with their larger and smoother leaf
surface reflect more light and consequently crown tones appear
lighter (see B/HSH.Pl 2. Section 3.3. A).

Although gray tone and colour for the same species can vary within
and between photos. gray tone and certain tree species can be
related. For example. western larch. ponderosa pine and western
hemlock produce a lighter tone than do spruce and balsam species.
Similarly. commonpaper birch has a darker tone than aspen has.
Also. owing to the differences in their foliage structure.
immature stands have a lighter tone than that of mature stands.
Vegetation reflectance increases (lighter tone) in the growing
season. peaks around June. then decreases.

12



7.223 cont.

c. Atmosphericcondition

Haze is made up of vapour and dust particles and it scatters
light. especially blue light. On colour photos. the scattering
effect of haze results in a bluish tone proportional to the amount
of haze in the atmosphere and in a reduced contrast between
shadows and lighted objects.

D. Topography

The effect of topography on tone is very pronounced in the
mountainous parts of the province. Slopes facing the sun are
lighter in tone than those in shadow. Often the same forest types
occupy both aspects and the interpreter has to be careful not to
misinterpret vegetation on account of differences in tone due to
topography (see B/HSH. P1 34).

E. Sun angle

Sun angle is the angle formed by the line of the horizontal and
the line between the observer and the sun. Each latitude has an
optimum range of sun angles for photography. which eliminates
adverse photographic conditions (dark tone. long shadow).

7.224 Texture

Texture is the result of tonal changes caused by groups of objects
that are too small to be discerned as individuals. It is a
particularly important element in forest classification.

Texture is related to the scale of photography and as the scale gets
smaller the texture becomes smoother. As with tone. texture can be
strongly correlated with the age of a stand. Immature stands have a
fine texture because of the even crown size and the small structural
details which cannot be registered individually. Mature and
overmature stands have a coarse texture owing to the natural break-up
of stands. small openings. irregular shapes and sizes. broken tops.
and large branches (see B/HSH.P1 4. Section 3.5. A).

Stocking also influences texture. Lowstocking usually gives a rough
appearance in contrast to the smooth texture of a high or overstocked
stand (see B/HSH.P1 26 and 27. Section 4.7).

The true texture can be assessed best near the principal point of the
photograph. The oblique view of trees away from the centre of a photo
shows a rougher appearance than would the same trees at or near the
photo centre.
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7.224 cont.

Texture may be coarse or fine. rough or smooth (see B/HSH.Pl 4.
Section 3.5). To determine stand texture. the use of a texture scale
is helpful (see B/HSH.Pl 3. Relative Texture Scale).

7.225 Pattern

Pattern on air photos is created by the spatial arrangement or
repetition of objects and may be natural or man-made. Pattern often
provides clues to the origin and/or function of objects. features or
materials. For example. the arrangement of stream channels or
drainage patterns is indicative of the structure and texture of soil.
Orchards. nurseries. plantations. and stands that have been spaced.
thinned. clearcut or selectively logged usually have distinct
patterns. Also. the spatial arrangement of tree crowns produces
patterns which are quite distinct for manypure and mixed forest
stands (see B/HSH.Pl 4 and 5. Section 3.6).

Shadowsgreatly influence patterns. For instance. the pointed crowns
of a mature alpine fir stand with their minute. dense shadows create a
muchdifferent pattern than do those of a mature lodgepole pine stand
with their light. rounded crown shadows.

7.226 Shadowor Profile

Shadowis the sun-projected profile of a certain tree crown and gives
clues not just to its shape and size but also to its density (B/HSH.
Pl 5. Section 3.7).

Shadowson air photos can help or hinder an interpreter because they
reveal silhouettes of objects (profile) but hide detail. Shadowcan
be particularly helpful in the identification of very small objects.
especially those having little tonal contrast with their
surroundings. The profile of individual tree crowns can be used as an
aid in the identification of tree species on both mid-scale and
large-scale photography (see B/HSH.Pl 7. 8 and 9). Aerial
photography is commonlytaken within two hours of local noon time to
avoid excessive shadows and to reveal maximumground detail.

7.227 Location and Association

The location of an object with respect to other objects or features is
valuable information to the photo interpreter. Often individual
features cannot be identified by themselves but when associated with
their surroundings. their identification becomes apparent.

Because location and association are very important aids in the
classification of vegetation on air photos. the photo interpreter
should have a sound knowledge of species habitat requirements and
related ecological associations. For example. yellow cedar. for all
practical purposes. occurs only on the coast. South of Knight Inlet
it inhabits the sub-alpine areas of shallow soils and high water
tables. whereas north of Knight Inlet it is found down to sea level
(see B/HSH.Pl 6. and Table 7-1).
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7.3

In forest inventory, the land is stratified into homogeneousunits
based on well defined criteria or parameters. Stratification or
typing is done on air photos with the aid of a stereoscope, preferably
under magnification. For details on stratification, refer to
Chapter 3.

After stratification, each type is given a descriptive label based on
the analysis of available ground and aerial data and on photo
interpretation. Recorded field measurements are usually available for
ten to thirty percent of the forest types in a unit and these ground
data are used by the interpreter as the most reliable information to
gauge his photo interpretation and to describe forest types.

7.31 SPECIESCOMPOSITION

Species composition refers to the relative numberof stems for younger
stands and to the gross volume for older stands and it is photo
interpreted for all living, recognized commercial tree species.

The species composition for young stands is determined simply by
estimating the portion of the total crown closure that is often
occupied by each species. For volume estimation of older stands, the
crown closure percentage of each species in the main canopy is
modified according to the average height of that species.

The species of individual trees cannot be identified consistently on
mid-scale photography. However, the species composition of forest
types or groups of trees can be determined by an experienced photo
interpreter who is familiar with the ecological and physical
characteristics of the species in the area.

Species composition is a difficult parameter to determine because
crown shape and texture, and stand tone and pattern, change with age,
site and history. These elements are further altered by photographic
variables such as films, filters, haze, altitude, season, time of day,
and printing.

The species composition of very young forested areas is most difficult
to photo interpret because the image of the trees is very small and
the individual species have not yet developed distinct crown
features. Also, in deciduous-coniferous mixed stands the apparent
high crown closure of the deciduous component tends to result in an
overestimation of its volume (crown width to d.b.h. ratios are usually
higher for deciduous species than they are for coniferous species).
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7.311 Ecological Factors

Ecological factors refer to certain elements within each
biogeoc1imatic zone having specific influence on species occurrence.

A knowledge of the ecological requirements of individual species is a
very important aid in the identification of species on mid-scale
aerial photographs. While ecological criteria are not always
conclusive indicators. they can be very useful to the interpreter by
narrowing the number of possibilities.

Tree species distribution is controlled primarily by climate which is
closely associated with geographic location (biogeoc1imatic zones and
subzones of British Columbia). Within each zone. species distribution
is further affected by 1andform. soil. slope. aspect and elevation
(see Figure 7-2). History and successional stages are also important
factors to consider in identifying tree species.

7.3111 Geographic Distribution

Sometree species have a wide geographical distribution (10dgepo1e
pine. alpine fir) while others are limited in distribution (grand fir.
yellow pine). A photo interpreter can determine where a particular
tree species is likely to occur in the province by referring to
species range maps (see Appendix 7-2). These range maps are updated
periodically as additional field data on species distribution become
available.

7.3112 Landforms and Soils

Landforms are three dimensional landscape features which present
definite topographic characteristics. such as relief. size and surface
configuration (N.K. Keser). Soil refers to "any unconso1idated
mineral and organic layer occurring naturally on the earth's surface"
(Glossary of Terms in Soil Science. 1972).

For the identification of 1andforms and major soil types. the photo
elements of topography. gully erosion and vegetation are used.

Forest cover is closely associated with 1andforms and soils.
Landforms with coarse textured materials. such as outwash terraces.
eskers and kames. are low in both moisture and nutrients and usually
are occupied by 10dgepo1e pine stands. The opposite is true for
landforms with fine textured soils such as fluvial 1andforms where
cottonwood and spruce forests are common.

The type of drainage pattern and the soil tones also provide clues to
the occurrence of certain species. On the one hand. lack of surface
drainage patterns indicates porous or cohesion1ess soils creating an
ideal environment for tree species favouring rapidly drained soils

16
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7.3112 cont.

(lodgepole pine and yellow pine). On the other hand. a well developed
drainage system usually indicates a high clay and silt content and has
a relatively high water table which is suitable for trees with shallow
root systems. Light tone soils (sand. gravel) are associated with
coarse textured and well drained soils. and with trees adaptable to
this condition. whereas dark tone soils indicate high moisture content
and trees tolerant to this environment. For more details on the photo
interpretation of landforms. refer to: Keser. N. 1976.
InterDretation of Landforms from Aerial Photographs. Victoria:
Research Branch. British Columbia Forest Service.

7.3113 Slope

Slope refers to gradient. is measured in degrees or in percent. and is
commonlycategorized as gentle. moderate and steep. The main
attributes of slope are: slope position. degree and length. For
slope measurement. see Appendix 7-7. Figure 7-13.

The type of tree cover is dependent on soil moisture and soil nutrient
regimes which. in turn. are related primarily to slope position and
gradient. Typically. moisture. nutrients and soil depth increase
down slope as the slope gradient decreases. For example. on the
coast. amabilis fir grows on the steeper. upper slopes whereas
Douglas-fir. western red cedar and western hemlock grow on the more
gentle. lower slopes.

7.3114 Aspect

Aspect is the general slope position of a landscape relative to north.
south. east and west.

Aspect is best considered with other factors such as elevation. slope.
climate. latitude. landform and soils. In a given area. aspect (slope
exposure) has a marked effect on mean annual and daily temperatures.
on humidity. and on the development and moisture content of soil.
Owing to these influences on the environment. aspect can provide some
guidance in tree species identification. Generally. southerly and
westerly aspects tend to be the driest and have the highest maximum
daily temperatures. and therefore they support tree species that are
adapted to these conditions. such as yellow pine and Douglas-fir.
Northerly and easterly aspects usually retain more moisture and
support species such as spruce. balsam and hemlock. Aspect also
influences the altitudinal distribution of species. For example.
Douglas-fir can be found at higher elevations on southerly aspects
than it is on northerly aspects.

7.3115 Elevation

Elevation refers to the position of a given point above the mean sea
level.

18
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7.3115 cont.

Elevation. aspect and slope have an interactive effect on species
occurrence at a certain latitude under different climatic conditions.

Within the geographic distribution of a tree species. elevation plays
an important role on its occurrence. For example. alpine fir.
whitebark pine and mountain hemlock usually grow at high elevations
whereas yellow pine. Douglas-fir and grand fir are found at low
elevations. Other species. such as lodgepole pine have a wide
tolerance for elevation and maybe found from valley bottom to
mountain top. Also the elevation range of a given tree species varies
by latitude. For instance. yellow cedar usually is confined to high
elevations on the south coast but commonlyis found at sea level on
the north coast.

7.3116 History and Stand Establishment

History refers to depletions through logging. wildfire. insects and
disease and to their effect on stand establishment.

In addition to the influence of ecological factors. the seed source
and the condition of the seed bed also influence the establishment of
a certain tree species. The continued effect of these factors and the
type of disturbance give clues to the type of stands established after
depletions:

A. Pure. even-aged stands of 10dgepole pine or various associations
of 10dgepo1e pine with Douglas-fir. aspen or spruce are frequently
established after hot. clean burns in the central interior of
British Columbia.

B. Associations of lodgepole pine. Douglas-fir and western larch are
commonlyfound after clean burns on southerly. lowland or flat
exposures in the East Kootenays.

C. Pure. even-aged stands of red alder or red alder-western hemlock
associations often establish themselves naturally after c1earcut
logging in the north coast of British Columbia.

D. Western hemlock. Douglas-fir. western red cedar and red alder are
the most commonspecies associations established after clearcut
logging. clearcut logging with slash burning on the coast. or
after wi1dfires on the south coast.

7.3117 Successional Stages

Succession is the gradual change which occurs in the vegetation of a
given area of the earth's surface. on which one population succeeds
the other (Mueller - Domboisand El1enberg. 1974)1. Commonstages
of succession of plant communities in order of establishment are:
mosses. lichens. grasses. shrubs. and trees.

19



7.3117 cont.

Frequently, denuded forest lands are receptive to the direct
establishment of tree species thereby eliminating the earlier
successional stages. However, a succession of tree species is
common. The first species to occupy an unforested site are shade
intolerant. As these pioneer stands break downthrough old age or
partial disturbance, they are often succeeded by shade tolerant
species. Finally, a climax forest communityresults where the tree
species occupying the site perpetuate themselves. A climax forest has
a full range of age classes and a more or less complete distribution
of height classes.

Examples of forest succession are:

A. On riverside alluvial deposits, a pioneer stand of black
cottonwood is frequently succeeded by a climax stand of spruce.

B. On areas denuded by logging on the north coast, a pioneer stand of
red alder is often succeeded by a climax stand of western hemlock.

C. On fire denuded areas, a pioneer stand of 10dgepo1e pine or
10dgepo1e pine-aspen associates is commonlysucceeded by a climax
stand of spruce or Douglas-fir.

1 Mue11er-Dombois,D. E11enberg, H. 1974. Aims and Methods of
Veaetation Eco1ogv. John Hi1ey and Sons. Toronto, Ontario.
547pp.

7.312 Physical Characteristics

The characteristic physical features on mid-scale photography of
individual tree species are height, crown size, crown shape and
texture, stand pattern, and relative photographic tone.

7.3121 Height and CrownSize

Height refers to the relative maximumheight by species. Crownsize
indicates the total height/crown height ratio as well as the crown
dimensions (height and width).

Each tree species has ranges in height and in crown size. Both of
these characteristics are influenced by growing site. Knowledgeof
these ranges for each species in a given area is helpful in the
identification of species composition (see Table 7-6).

This information can best be obtained from photos having ground
measurements, preferably samples, by comparing relative heights and
crown sizes.

7.3122 CrownShape and Texture

The recognition of individual tree species using crown shape and
texture is largely dependent upon photographic scale. On mid-scale
photography (1:15 000 or 1:20 000), older immature and mature
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7.3122 cont.

trees are often large enough to display characteristic crown outlines
and textures. However. crown shape and texture become insignificant
in the identification of very young trees for which tones and patterns
are better indicators of species composition.

Schematic illustrations of characteristic crown shapes are shown in
Figure 7-3. For more details on individual crown characteristics by
species. see Section 7.5 and Table 7-1.

7.3123 Stand Pattern

Pattern is the spatial arrangement of objects. In forest stands. the
arrangement of individual tree crowns produces a stand pattern which
is quite distinct for most pure and mixed stands. Stand pattern is
the only feature that is characteristic of some stands on medium-scale
photography. This is particularly true of very young stands.

7.3124 Gray Tone

Although gray tone can vary greatly for individual species. relative
gray tones are still a valuable guide in species identification on
mid-scale photography. usually as a secondary factor to the shape of
the crown and to the stand pattern (see Table 7-1).

7.313 Interpretive Keys for Species Identification

Several interpretive aids are available to the photo interpreter which
are particularly helpful in species identification both on mid-scale
and large-scale photography. These may take the form of selective
keys or dichotomous keys.

7.3131 Selective Keys

Selective keys compare features on air photos using a matched key.
Types of selective keys are tables. stereograms or written
descriptions. Table 7-1 indicates in tabular form some
characteristics that are useful for photo interpretation of tree
species commonto British Columbia. Stereograms are selective aids
where knownphoto features or measurements can be viewed
stereoscopically and compared to unknownfeatures. The Colour
Stereogram Handbookand the Black-and-White Stereogram Handbook
contain numerous large-scale and mid-scale stereograms to aid in the
identification of tree species. In addition to these handbooks. an
interpreter can use as stereograms air photos on which field data are
recorded. To identify forest types for which no information exists.
utilize all data available on species composition and other stand
parameters.
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Table 7-1

Photo characteristics and commonassociates of tree species

Sped es Tone Texture Shape Density Site Association Remarks

Trembli ng Medium- Fine, Rounded, Open Variable P1,S,Fd Forms extensive types,
aspen gray to peppery short pioneer species

1i ght
gray

Paper Dark Copous, Rounded Relatively Better Fd,S,At An interior species,
bi rch ro 11ed dense usually found in smaller

oats types

Black Dark to Fine to Tufted Open Alluvial S,At Height ranges from 27 to
cottonwood med. gray course 52 m for mature stands

Commonon alluvial soils

Big1eaf Dark Dense Wide Open Better Dr Coastal species, small
maple spread types

Red Medium- Fine Rounded, Moderately Better Fd,Hw Pioneer species, fairly
alder gray short dense large types, coastal

species

Lodgepo1e Medium- Fine Rounded Open Variable Fd,S,At Pioneer species, large
pine gray peppery to types, even-aged stands

conical

Yellow Light Coarse Cylin- Open Drybe1t, Fd Interior species,
pine drica1, southerly restricted range

broad exposure

Western Light Fai r1y Cylin- Open Better Fd Usually small types
white pine fine drica1

Whitebark Very Mod. Tufted Open Poor P1,B1 Usually small types
pine light coarse at high elevation

( 1000 m+)

White & Medium Mod. Cylin- Mod. dense Usually P1,At,B Shade tolerant

Enge1mann gray coarse drica1 better
spruce

Sitka Medium Coarse Cyli n- Mod. open Better Hw,Cw Small types, coastal
spruce to dark drica1 sped es



Table 7-1 (cont.)

Photo characteristics and commonassociates of tree species

Species Tone Texture Shape Density Site Associ ati on Remarks
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Black Dark to Fine to Narrowly Very dense Swampto S North half of B.C., up
spruce black coarse cyli n- poor site to 16 m

dri ca1

Subalpine Dark Coarse Narrowly Dense Poor to S Usually 6 to 9 m shorter
fir coni ca1 medium than S, high elevation

Grand fi r Dark Coarse Cylin- Dense Valley Hw Small types, shade
dri ca1 bottom tolerant

Amabilis fir Dark Mod. Conical Dense 1000 m+ H,Cw Very shade tolerant
coarse

Douglas-fir Medium Coarse Broadly Open to S slopes, HW,Cw,Pl Pioneer species, prefers
gray conical mod. dense dry si tes well-drained sites

Western Light Fine Broadly Open Better Fd,Hw In coast and interior
red cedar conical wet belt, shade tolerant,

low to mid-elevation

Yellow Light to Coarse Conical Open Poor H, B, At sea level in north
cedar Medium to C'" coast. high elevation in

cy1; n- mid-coast
drical

Western Light to Fine, Broadly Open Moist Cw.Fd,B Shade tolerant, prefers
hemlock medium feathery conical sites rain forest conditions

Western Very Fine Colum.. Open Better. S.Fd.Pw,Pl Shade intolerant
1arch 1i ght narrow well

drained



Table 7-2

Keyto photo interpretation of coastal mature coniferousspecies

CROWNFORI! GENERAlLY PYIINUOAL

BRANCHLETSPEHOANT(Cw,Yc,Hw,Ss) BRAHCHLETSSU?I~E, SPREADING,011
ItJREORLESSAS':Et.uING(Pw,Pl,B.Fd)

N
UI

MAINBRANCHESEXPOSED,FOLIAGEFRONDLIKE(Cw,vc)
I

I I
Crownfairly op.n, symetrlcal. - Crownfairly op.n andsymnetrlcal.
Branch.s IIIOr. or I.ss r.gular, low.r - Branch.s Irr.gular and d.sc.ndlng.
desc.ndlng with tips horizontal to - Branchl.ts Irr.gular. confined to
asc.ndlng. low.r on.-half of branch.s,
MaIn branch.s expos.d and arrang.d ..tr ly p.ndant, ghlng
Ilk. spok.s of a wh..I. app.aranc. of .bare-branch.s..
Branchl.ts confln.d to low.r on.-half of - Ton. medl... gray.
.aln branches, with dlstal branchl.ts - Splk. top conmon.
IIIOr. or I.ss horizontal and Inn.r - Grows at htgh.r .1.vatlons and In
branchl.ts IIIOr. or I.ss p.ndant. sw_y ar.as at low.r .I.vatlons.
Ton. light to ".dh.. gray. - Av.rag. h.lght 4S " on good sIte.
Splk. top conmon.
Pr.f.rs a IIIOlst porous soli but wIll YELLOWCEDAR
thrh. on poorly draln.d slt.s.
Av.rag. h.lght 60 " on good sIt..

WESTERNliED CEDAR

MAINBRANCHESNOTEXPOSED011PARTIALLYEXPOSED(Hw,Ss)I
I I

Crownopen, moreor less synme.trtcal. - Crownfafr', open, star-shaped.
Branches Irr.gular, mostly desc.ndlng. - Upp.r branch.s ascendIng to
Branch1ets, trregu1ar, feathery, horizontal, low!r branches
horizontally ranked; c~let.ly covered descending.
with follage. - Branchlets sQGI...hatp.ndant.
Tonemedl...gray. exposingparts of ..aln branch.s.
L.ad.r coamonlyb.nt, whtp-IIk.. - Ton. modi.. to dork gray.
Pr.fers moist but w.1I draln.d slt.s. . Occurs .alnly on exposed ar.as and
Av.rag. h.lght 60 m on good sit.. rh.rs flats of west coast. aho

throughout Qu..n Charlott. Is.
WESTERNHEMlOCK . Av.rag. h.lght 65 m on good site.

SITKASPRUCE

NEEDLESIN BUNDLESCLUMPEDDISTALLY(Pw,PI)
I

I I
Crownd.ns., long and narrowwith the - Crownd.ns., g.n.rally fairly
odd long branch. long and s_trlcal.
Upp.r branch.s asc.ndlng, low.r . Branch.s horIzontal to slightly
branch.s .ore or l.ss horizontal. asc.ndlng.
Follag. In bundles, clump.d dlstally. - Follag. In bundles clump.d
Ton. light to mediumgray. dlstally.
Pref.rs falrlYlllOlst, w.1I draln.d sites - Ton. ..diu. to dark gray.
cOlllllOnlyassociated wIth Douglas-fIr. - Foundg.n.rally In 1s0lat.d
Av.rag. h.lght 60 . on good sit.. patch.s on w.st coast on rocky

sld. hills or In swampyar....
WESTEIINWHITEPINE Av.rag. h.lght2S. ongoodsit..

SHOREPINE

NEEDLESHOTIN"BUNDLES(Fd,B)
I

I I
Crownd.nse, symetrlcal, long angular - Crownop.n to faIrly d ,
to dome-Ilk.. roughly synmetrlcll.
Branchesstiff, horizontal to slightly - Branch.s horizontal to asc.ndlng,
..cendlng. g.nerally upsw.pt.
Branchl.ts rank.d horizontally and - Branchl.ts fairly short and ranked
spr.adlng dlstally giving scalloped horizontally.
.ffect. - Follag. rankedOIor.or I.ss
Follag. rank.dhorizontally,partially horizontally..posing larg.r
e.poslngbranchl.ts andbranch.s. branchl.ts andbranch.s.
Tonem.di... to darkgray. - Ton.Mdi... to light gray.Foundb.lowSOO. .I.vatlon on south.rn - Plon..r specl.s pr. f... fairly dry
co..t. and well drain.d sItes.
Av.rag.h.ight60. ongoodsit.. - Av.rag.h.lght6S. ongoodsite.

~ DOUGLAS-FIII

As for grand fir and:
FoIlag. not ranked but Cov... tops of
branchl.ts.

~~~: ~:r~~'~~~a~~:~'s~~::~ r.glon on
on south coast above SUO AI.

Av.rag. h.ight 60 . on good sit..

AMABILlSFill



Table 7-3

Key to photo interpretation of interior mature coniferous species

CROWNFORN CONICAl. (S.BI.PI.Pw.Lw). CROWNFORti PYRANIDAL
(Fd.Cw Py.P.)

CROWNSDENSE(S.BI.Pw).
NEEDLESIN BUNDLESCLUNPED NEEDLESNOTIN'BUNDLES(S.B1)

oomw~ I
I I

Crownn.rrow.nd column.r. - Crownlong. spike-like.
Br.nches IIOreor less tapered to base. symnetrlc.1
Irregular. drooping In - Br.nches stiff. regular. .nd
lower crown, horizontal to IIOreor less horizontal t

ascending In upper crown. rounded .t ends giving
Br.nchlets short .nd sc.lloped effect.
comp.ct with unranked - Br.nchlets horizontally
foliage. gener.lly br.nches r.nked with foliage
completely coyered with c"",,letely coyerlng th....
foll.ge. - TonemodlUIIIto d.rk gray.
Tonemedl...gray. - GrownIn pure stands.t
Toler.nt of high w.ter higher eley.tlons. usu.lly
tables .nd .cld soils. .ssocl.ted with Engellllnn
Ayer.ge height 45 .. on spruce.
good site. - Ayer.ge height 40.. on

good site.

Crown long. lIOderately dense.
column.r. with odd long br.nch.
Upper br.nches .scendlng.
lower branches IIOreor less
horizontal. Irregular.
Foliage In bundles cl~
dlst.lly.
Tone light to lledl... gr.y.
Pioneer species. generally
found on moist. well dr.lned
sites In .ssoclatlon with
Fd.CW.....
Ayer.ge height 45 .. on
good site

WESTERNWHITE PINE
WHITE AND ENGELNANNSPRUCE

N'"

Crownextr ly n.rrow .nd
co1I r with yery dense .nd
sh.ggy tops.
Br.nches short. 80re or less
Irregul.r. drooping.
Branchlets short .nd c""".ct.
with foliage unr.nked.
generally br.nches c"""letely
coyered with foliage.
Tonelledl... to d.rk gray.
COI1IDOnto poorly dr.lned .nd
swampy.reas.
Ayer.ge height 20 .. on
good site.

BLACKSPRUCE

CROWNSFAIRLY:OPEN(PI.Lw)

NEEDLESIN BbNOLESCLUNPED NEEDLESNOTIN' BUNDLES(Lw)
DISTALLY(PI)

Crownfairly short. open. synlllOtrlc.l.
Br.nches fairly regular. .scendlng to
horlzont.l. with tendency to be
upturned dlst.lly.
Br.nchlets cOlllllOnlyconfined to outer
one-h.lf of br.nches .nd foliage
clumpeddlstally on branchlets.
St...s usu.lly Ylslble. slender. with
little taper.
Tone 1... gray.
Pioneer species. prefers drier well
drained sites.
Ayer.ge height 30 .. on good site.

LODGEPOLEPINE

SUBALPINEFIR

Crownlong. column.r.Irregular
.nd open.
Br.nches short. Irregul.r.
horlzont.l. cOlllllOnlyupturned
dlst.lly.
Br.nchlets short. distributed
.Iong entire br.nches, cOlllllOnly
80re or less .t right .ngles to
..In branches.
Tone light gray.
Prefers fairly dry well drained
sites.
Ayer.ge height 40 .. on good site.

. WESTERNLARCH

NEEDLESIN BUNDLES(Py.P.)
I

I I
Crown fairly open, long. - Crown open. long .nd yery
.nd gener.lly bro.d. bro.d.
Br.nches Irregular .nd - Br.nches yery large .nd
cOlll11Onlylarge .nd crooked. Irregul.r.
Foliage In large bundles - Foliage In bundles cll..ped
clumped dlstally with termln.1 dlstally.
buds cOlll11Onlyylslble. - Tone light gr.y.
Tonemediumto light gr.y. - COIII11Onto high elevation
COI1I1IOnto dry .re.s of only.
southern Interior. - Ayer.ge height 15 mon
Ayer.ge height 35 11on good site.
good site.

YELLOWPINE
WHITEBARKPINE

NEEDLESNOTIN BUNDLES(Fd.Cw )
I

I I
BRANCHLETSPENDANT(CW ) BRANCHLETSSUPINE,SPREADING

I ORNOREORLESSASCENDING(Fd)
I I

Crown fairly open. IIOre or - Crownopen, moreor less symmetrical.
less symoetrlcal. . Br.nches Irregular. mostly descending.
Br.nches IIOreor less - Br.nchlets Irregular. fe.thery,
regul.r. lower descending, horizontally r.nked, gently pend.nt
with tips horizontal to with foliage c"",,letely coyerlng m.tn
ascending -m.ln br.nches br.nches.
exposed .nd .rr.nged like - Tonemediumgr.y.
spokes of . wheel. - Le.der commonlybent. whip-like.
Br.nchlets r.nked - COIIIIIOnto lower .nd "Id slopes of
horizontally, dlstal Interior wet belt.
br.nchlets IIOre or less - Ayerage height 45 11on good site.
horizontal, inner branchlets
pend.nt.
Tone light to lIedlumgr.y.
COI1I1IOnto lower .nd III d
slopes In the Interior wet
belt.
Ayer.ge height 45 .. on
good site.

WESTERNHEHLOCK

WESTERNRED CEDAR

Crownopen to fairly dense.
roughly symoetrlc.l.
Br.nches horlzont.1 to .scendlng.
generally upswept, Irregul.r.
Br.nchlets Irregular. generally
ranked horlzont.lly.
FolI.ge r.nked IIOreor less
horlzont.lly exposing ..In
branches and larger br.nchlets.
Tonemedl... to light gray.
COIIIIIOnlypioneer species.
prefers fairly dry .nd well
dr.lned sites.
T.per gener.lly heayy. st...
often has crook.
Ayerageheight 40.. on good site.

DOUGLAS-FIR



Toble 7-4
Key to photo interpretotion of moture deciduous species

DECWUOUS

CROWNSRELATIVELYSI1AI.L(At, Or)
I

I I
Crownopen,shortandroundtd. . Crownnlrrow,rounded(closed
Sing1., str.ight trunk Is br.nch .tond).
fr.. for IIIOStof Its l.ngth. . Br.nches Irr.gullr, .se.ndlng.
WhiUsh-gr.y br.nches or. few - Sw..p.d or crook.d trunks
.nd short, .islbl. through foll.g.. COllll1Oll.
SaI.ll, lust.rl.ss gr.en l...es. - Blotchygr.y b.rk.
Tonelight to ...dl... gr.y. . Lust.rl.ss I......
A..r.ge h.lght 25D. . Tone...dl... g..y.

A..r.go height 30 ..

CROWNSRELATIVELYLARGE(Ac,Mb,Ep)

Crownopen, tuft.d.
Trunkerect, with gr.du.1 toper.
Br.nchlng uC.ndlng.
Shiny le.....
Ton. ...dl... to d.rk gr.y.
A..r.g. h.lght 35 ..

COTTONWOOO(Pro.lnc~11

Crownblllowy; .pr..dlng.
BronchlngIrr.gullr, .scendlng.
Trunk forked .nd crookecl.
L In. IIrg. cloap..
Ton. d.rk gr.y.
A.erog. height 30 ..

BIGLEAfMAPLE

TREMBLINGASPEN
~

Crownr.I.U..lj d.ns., Irregullrly
rounded.
Trunkfork.d .nd crooked, oft.n
I..nlng .nd whit. In colour.
Ton. d.rt.
A g. h.lght 20 ..

PAPERBIRCH

N
...



7.3132 Dichotomous Keys

Dichotomous keys are elimination keys which describe a series of pairs
of contrasting characteristics. Beginning with general descriptions.
the interpreter makes a sequence of decisions which progressively
becomemore specific until only one possibility remains. Tables 7-2.
7-3 and 7-4 are examples of dichotomous keys which are an aid in the
photo identification of tree species of British Columbia. As a
precaution. good dichotomous keys are difficult to make and to use.
and one wrong decision usually leads to an incorrect identification.
For details on species composition see B/HSH.P1 10 to 16.

7.32 AGE

Stand age is the average age of the leading species. based on dominant
and codominant trees. Photo interpreted age should be within I 20
percent of the most representative age for the leading species.

In the photo interpretation of age. it is important to have ground
measured ages recorded on the photos sufficient in number to be used
as stereograms for comparison.

Somecrown and stand characteristics to look for on air photos are:

Crown shape and density - As a tree gets older the crown becomes
less uniform and more open and ragged in
appearance. A dead or spiked top is a
positive indicator of stand maturity.

Variation of stand height - As a stand matures the stand height
becomes increasingly variable.

Frequency of snags - As a stand becomes mature and then
overmature. the number of snags
increases.

Development of understorey - The presence and height of an
understorey often indicate the age of
the top layer.

Short-lived pioneer species - The presence and condition of
short-lived pioneer deciduous species
such as aspen and red alder in
association with coniferous species may
also indicate the age of the conifers.

Photo interpretation of age is done through observation of crown and
stand characteristics. and through the application of known
species-age-height-site relationships and of a sound knowledge of
local age patterns (see B/NSH.P1 17 and 18. section 4.3).
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Table 7-5

Maximumage by F.I.Z.

(Ministry of Forests, Valuation Branch, Cruise Compilation Manual, 1982)

29

SPECIESSYMBOL

Fd Cw Hw B S Yc Pw P1 Py Lw Ac Or Mb Ep At

F A 800 600 600 500 600 800 500 300 300 200 200 200 200
0
R B 800 600 600 500 600 800 500 300 300 200 200 200 200
E
S C 800 600 600 500 600 800 500 300 500 300 200 200 200 200
T

0 500 400 400 400 400 800 500 300 500 500 300 200 200

I E 500 400 400 400 400 800 500 300 500 500 300 200 200
N
V F 500 400 400 400 400 500 300 500 500 300 200 200
E
N G 500 400 400 400 400 800 400 300 500 500 300 200 200
T
0 H 500 400 400 400 400 500 300 500 300 200 200
R
Y I 500 400 400 400 400 300 500 300 200 200

J 400 400 400 400 800 300 300 200 200 200
Z
o K 400 400 400 300 500 300 200 200 200
N
E L 400 400 300 500 300 200 200



7.32 cont.

Photo interpretation of age for tree species that reach maturity in
less than 100 years. such as most deciduous species in British
Columbia. should be relatively reliable at all age classes. However
crown appearance of coniferous species changes vary little between 100
to 200 years making age estimation in this range very difficult.
Because most species have little annual increment after 140 years.
errors in age estimation in the upper age classes will have little
significance on volume estimates.

Hhen interpreting age from air photos. a classifier should always
check to see that the assigned age is feasible and reasonable for that
particular species. height. site and location. See Table 7-5 for the
maximumages for each commercial species in British Columbia by Forest
Inventory Zone (F.I.Z.).

7.33 HEIGHT

Stand height is the average height of the leading species. based on
dominant and codominant trees.

Even a skilled and experienced photo interpreter must have an adequate
number of measured tree heights in order to gauge his estimates. which
can be further improved by knowledge of local age and site patterns.
Tree height is greatly influenced by site. Usually site gradually
deteriorates from the valley bottom to the ridge top which is
reflected by a decrease in the tree height. In stands having the
same history. these height changes should be interpreted as a lower
site rather than changes in age classes.

Therefore. when estimating heights on air photos. it is important to
identify the various factors that determine site capability such as
landform. soil type. elevation. aspect. slope position. steepness.
nutrient and moisture regime. All height estimations must be
reasonable for the age and site of the stand and must be within the
knownheight range of that tree species (see Table 7-6 and B/HSH.
Pl 18 and 19. Section 4.4).

7.34 SITE

Site is the complex of physical and biological factors for an area
that determines what forest or vegetation it may carry. In forestry.
site quality is a term used to indicate the relative productivity or
capability for supporting tree growth on forest lands.
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Table 7-6

Maximumtree height by species

31

Expected Max Max Individual
Species Stand Height Tree Height Recorded

(m) (m)

COAST Douglas-fir 79 100
Sitka spruce 75 92
Western hemlock 69 85
Western red cedar 72 79
Yellow cedar 52 62
Balsam sp. 72 85
Western white pine 59 72
Poplar sp. 59 62
Red alder 36 39
Broadleaf maple 36 43

INTERIOR

Central & Southern Douglas-fir 43 46
Interior Yellow pi ne 43 52

Western larch 46 49
Lodgepole pine 33 37

Northern Plateau. Douglas-fir 49 56
Rocky Mt. Trench Spruce sp. 46 56

Balsam sp. 43 49
Lodgepole pine 39 49
Black cottonwood 46 56
Aspen 36 49
Commonpaper birch 26 36

West Kootenay Douglas-fir 49 56
Spruce sp. 49 59
Western hemlock 49 59
Western red cedar 56 59
Western white pine 46 59
Western larch 46 69
Balsam sp. 49 59



7.34 cont.

Site Productivity

Site productivity is commonlystated as site index which is an
expression of forest site quality based on the height. at a specified
age (usually 50 to 100 years). of dominant and codominant trees of the
leading species.

In British Columbia. site quality is separated into four classes:
good. medium. poor. and low. Photo interpretation of site class of a
forested area involves the estimation of stand age and height and it
is advisable to re-check if a given age-height estimate indicates a
realistic site index (refer to Sections 7.32 and 7.33).

Site productivity can also be photo interpreted based on ecological
factors. primarily on landform. soil. elevation. aspect and slope
position. For details refer to Keser. N. 1976. InterDretation of
Landforms from Aerial PhotograDhs.

Site quality cannot always be determined from stand age and height.
Examples are productive sites that have been recently denuded by fire
or logging. productive sites that are covered by non-commercial brush.
suppressed stands that are released after a disturbance. and very
young stands. For areas such as these. site quality may be estimated
from the age and height of surrounding stands. from historical
evidence (age and height of former stand). or from an ecological
classification (for examples. refer to B/WSH.Pl 20).

7.35 CROWNCLOSURE

Crownclosure is the percentage of ground area covered by the
vertically projected crowns of all living. commercial tree species in
the main canopy (dominant. codominant and intermediate).

Photo interpreters tend to over-estimate crown closure usually by 10
to 20 percent on mid-scale photographs. The main reasons for this
overestimation are: tree shadows. dense stocking. small openings.
aspect and position of the type relative to the photo centre.

The best way to improve estimates of crown closure on mid-scale
photography is to compare estimates with actual crown closure
measurements madeon large-scale 70 mmphotography of the same stand.
A wide selection of crown closure examples by forest development
stages are provided in the Black-and-White Stereogram Handbook
(see Pl 21 to 25).
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7.36 DENSITYANDSTOCKING

Density

Stand density is a quantitative measureof tree cover on an area
expressed in numberof stems per hectare.

Density is not interpreted from mid-scale aerial photography but is
determined from plot measurementson the ground or from 70 mmaerial
photo plots. For more details on stand density, refer to Chapter 3.

Stocking

Stocking describes the adequacy of tree cover on denuded forest land
or in very young stands (seedling or juvenile stages). An area is
classified as satisfactorily stocked or not satisfactorily restocked
(NSR) depending on the numberof established stems of commercially
recognized species. For satisfactorily stocked areas, six stocking
classes are recognized: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and R (see Chapter 3).

Stocking classes are best determined from ground measurementand 70 mm
stereograms.

Photo interpretation of stocking classes is difficult and the
interpreter uses all available clues for estimation, which include:

A. Comparisonof types with ground information to similar types being
assessed.

B. Familiarization with areas having similar age-height-site-stocking
class pattern.

C. Use of a local stocking class prediction table based on species,
age class, height class and crown closure.

D. Use of photographic (texture-tone) and ecological parameters
(elevation, slope position, exposure and landforms).

For examples, see B/HSH, Pl 26 to 27, Section 4.7.

7.37 STANDSTRUCTURE

Stand structure is the physical makeupor pattern of organization of a
stand and is described and classified according to recognizable age
and height variations. Photo interpretation of stand structure
usually involves determining the variation in height of the trees.

Two basic stand structures are recognized: single layered and
multi-layered. For further details on the classification of stand
structure, refer to Chapter 3 (for photo examples, see B/HSH, Pl 27 to
28, Section 4.8).
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7.38 HISTORY

History refers to any natural or man-caused activity in the forest.
The four classes of history are: disturbance. site preparation.
regeneration and stand tending (see Chapter 3).

The activities in the disturbance class of history are: logging.
wildfire. windthrow. infestation. disease. fume kill. slide and
flooding. Disturbance of a forested area can range from partial to
the complete removal of one or more layers of trees.

Complete disturbances (denudations or areas of dead trees) are
relatively easy to delineate and describe through photo interpretation
(See B/HSH.P1 29 to 30).

Partial disturbances are classed according to the degree of
disturbance to the crown closure. The photo interpreter can determine
the type of partial disturbance and also estimate the degree of
disturbance to the crown closure of each layer (See B/HSH.P1 29).

Except for the activities in the disturbance class. the ability to
photo interpret stand history on mid-scale. b1ack-and-white
photography is limited. In fact. most of the information on site
preparation. regeneration and stand tending must be obtained from
field records.

7.39 ENVIRONMENTALLYSENSITIVE AREAS (E.S.A.)

Environmentally sensitive areas (E.S.A.) identify basic environmental
sensitivities and other resource values under seven categories: soil
(Es). forest regeneration (Ep). snow avalanche (Ea). recreation (Er).
wildlife (Ew). water (Eh). and fisheries symbols. E.S.A.s are. to a
large extent. identified through photo interpretation in conjunction
with ground investigation. low-level helicopter flights. and data
provided by other resource agencies and public interest groups. For
details on E.S.A.s and their delineation through photo interpretation.
refer to Chapter 2.

7.40 UNPRODUCTIVEFORESTLAND

Unproductive foreest land is a land base incapable of producing
merchantab1e timber within an acceptable length of time. Alpine
forest and non-productive forest are the two classes of unproductive
forests (See B/HSH.P1 31 to 32)

7.41 NON-FORESTLAND

Non-forest land is incapable of growing commerical timber for a long
period of time. often never (See B/HSH.P1 32 to 33).
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7.5

Large-scale, 70 mmcolour photographs from 1:500 to 1:1500 scale are
best suited for the identification of tree species using the
morphological characteristics of the crown, the branch and the
foliage. Emphasis is on individual species rather than on groups of
trees or timber associations. The criteria for the identification of
tree species are the individual characteristics of the tree.

7.51 PHYSICALCHARACTERISTICS

7.511 Crown

~

Shape of a tree crown refers to the horizontal view of a tree species
and is commonlydescribed by the shapes of geometric solids.

Crownshape is determined by the shape, size and arrangement of
foliage and branches.

Description of crown shapes is difficult and it varies with different
authors. Figure 7-3 illustrates some commoncrown forms.

Crownshape of a given species varies greatly with age and
environment. Generally, immature crowns tend to be symmetrical in
contrast to the asymmetrical shape of overmature trees. Ideally,
trees approaching maturity illustrate best the "typical" crown shape
of a particular species. Comparethe narrowly conical crown of
subalpine fir (see CSH, Pl 12,C) to the broad, tufted crown of black
cottonwood (see CSH, Pl a,A).

Aspect, elevation, exposure to wind and site productivity, singularly
or collectively, alter crown shape. Also, insect infestation and
disease can change crown shape (missing foliage, swollen and dead
11mbs).
Size

Crownsize refers to crown width and length as well as to crown
dimensions relative to the total height of the tree.

Crownsize and crown shape are closely associated and are often
described jointly. Whenwidth and length are added to crown shape,
the general characteristics of a specific species can be better
defined. For example, aspen has a rounded short crown while western
hemlock has a broadly conical large crown (see examples: CSH, Pl 8,B
and Pl 11,A, respectively).
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7.511 cont.

Density

Crowndensity refers to howfar the observer can see into the crown of
the tree.

A crown is said to be dense when the viewer cannot see the lower
branches of the tree because of the upper limbs (amabilis fir. for
example. see CSH. P1 #3. A). Conversely. a crown is said to be open
when the viewer can see into the crown and the lower branches are not
obscured by the upper limbs (lodgepole pine. for example. see CSH.
Pl 14. C. NWcorner).

Crowndensity is a function of the foliage and the branch size and
arrangement. For example. yellow cedar has an open crown and gives
the impression of a evenly defoliated tree. This appearance is the
result of the thin branches and the vertically hanging branch1ets (see
CSH. P1 4. B).

Profile and Shadow

The profile of a tree crown is a horizontal view that characterizes
crown shape. size and density and it can best be studied away from the
photo centre (see CSH. P1 8 A. tree number 3).

Shadowtoo can disclose the profile of a tree crown. Shadowsvisible
on the ground indicate crown shape and density and they reveal more
identifying characteristics than the vertical image does (see CSH.
P1 11 C. tree west of IIPyll). Dark shadow i ndi cates a compact crown
and dense foliage whereas light shadow indicates an open crown with
thin foliage. Consequently. dense crowns produce sharper tonal
contrast between the sunny and the shaded side than do trees with open
crowns.

Colour

The colour of a tree is largely determined by the foliage size. the
cellular structure. and the arrangement of the branchlets. Foliage
colour changes as a tree matures (lighter green to darker green) and
during its yearly development from early spring until late fall.
These phenological changes are more evident on deciduous trees than
they are on coniferous ones. although the spring flushing of conifers
gives sharp colour contrast between young and old needles (see CSH.
Pl 1. B. tree number 1).

Differences in flushing dates combined with arrangement of cones may
be useful aids in the identification of conifers that are hard to
distinguish (immature Douglas-fir. spruce and balsam firs).

Certain species can be identified by colour alone. For instance.
western white pine has a typical. light green colour with a whitish
hue (see CSH. Pl 2. A); western larch has a similar colour but is a
bit more yellowish (see CSH. Pl 9. C).
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Wind can introduce deceptive variations in colour. particularly for
deciduous species (aspen. black cottonwood). Leaves are turned.
exposing the lower surface which is usually duller in colour than is
the upper surface thereby producing a lighter tone. or colour.

7.512 Branching

Branching refers to the arrangement and the size of branches and
branchlets.

The main elements that describe branching habit and are visible on
70 mmphotographs are:

- Direction (ascending. horizontal or descending)- Size (length and thickness)- Arrangement (regular or irregular)

Examples:

Direction - ascending- hod zonta 1
- descending

- short and sturdy
- long and slender

Arrangement - regular- irregular

Black cottonwood
Western larch
Yellow cedar

Size Yellow pi ne
Western hemlock

Balsam fi r
Western larch

Somespecies exhibit characteristic branching habits. For example.
the branches of western red cedar are horizontal with upward sweeps at
the ends. especially on the top third of the crown. Branches are long
and regular. and they radiate like the spokes of a wheel (see CSH.
Pl 5. A). Immature western red cedar has an even more regular
appearance and the arrangement of branchlets resembles a herringbone
pattern (see CSH. Pl 5. C).

7.513 Foliage

Foliage refers to the size. shape and arrangement of foliage on the
branchlets. For example. Douglas-fir needles are arranged spirally
around the branchlets but they appear two-ranked because the bases of
the needles twist and spread laterally. The two-ranked needle
arrangement leaves the twigs exposed and. at times. visible as a light
grayish tone (see CSH. Pl 3. B).

Foliage significantly influences the shape and colour of a tree. In
Figure 7-4 the vertical views of foliage and branch arrangement of
some tree species are illustrated.
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7.514 Stem

The stem of a tree is the section of the bole, immediately below the
crown, that is free of live branches.

The colour of the bole is also an aid in the identification of a few
species. The oblique view in a relatively open stand allows one to
observe this characteristic. The chalk-white trunk of aspen can be
distinguished from that of commonpaper birch which grows in clusters
and is frequently leaning (see CSH, Pl 8 A and B).
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APPENDIX7-1

STANDARDSOF MEASUREMENT

A forest cover label derived through interpretation should meet these
standards which are based on the use of high quality. 1:10 000. 1:15 000
or 1:20 000 aerial photography:

Attribute Standard

Species composition Correct order for the first two species
~61 by composition.

Stand age ~ 201 of the most representative age for
leading species.

Stand height Stands < 20 m- ~ 201 of the most
representative height for
the leading species.

Stands>20 m- ~ 101 of the most
representative height for
the leading species.

Site class For stands<:20 years site class should
represent the growth potential of the
site based on the leading species.

Crownclosure ~ 101 of the most representative crown
closure for trees in the main canopy.
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APPENDIX7-2

GEOGRAPHICDISTRIBUTIONOFTREESPECIESIN BRITISH COLUMBIA

Western red cedar Yellow cedar

Douglas- fir Amabilis fir

Grand fir Subalpine fir
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APPENDIX7-2 cont.

Mountain hemlock Western hemlock

Tamarack Western larch

~~1
LOdgepole pine Jack pine
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APPENDIX7-3

SPECTRALREFLECTANCE

Spectral reflectance is the reflection of the sunlight by an object in the
visible and in the near-infrared section of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Wavelength <)Jm)

" G'a -#;.,-0 ~ ~
...,~ ~C> ~

~ J'~~" ~"

1>a
~J'

~
~~ C>~.

." . 0..~'A 0", .

Violet
Blue
Green

Red
Orange
Yellow

Figure 7-5 Electromagnetic spectrum

Photographic gray tone or colour of the image is strongly influenced by
the amount of the reflected light and by film sensitivity.

The amount of reflected light that reaches the film is influenced by:

A. Sun angle
B. Atmospheric conditions
C. Tree species
D. Topography

While the sun angle and the adverse effects of the atmosphere can be
controlled through filters, one can do little about the effect of
topography (aspect, slope, soil texture and moisture content) and about
the given characteristics of a given species. The tone of tree images can
be further improved by using aerial films which are sensitized to a
specific span of wavelength.
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Figure 7-6 Spectral signatures of hardwood and conifer
(Adapted from P.A. Murtha. 1972).

Reflectance peaks in the green and in the near-infrared part of the
spectrum. This phenomenonis used in the selection of films for
species identification and for the interpretation and assessment of
insect infestations and disease infections.

Generally. hardwoods have higher reflectance than do conifers.
especially in the near-infrared. Foliage size. shape and arrangement
directly influence the amountof contained shadowwhich seemto
explain the darker appearance of certain conifer species.
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APPENDIX7-4

FILMS. FILTERS ANDPHOTOGRAPHICMEDIA

Aerial films can be divided into three classes: panchromatic. normal
colour (NC) and colour infrared (CIR). The sensitivity of these films
to different wavelengths (colour) is illustrated in Figure 7-7.

.4 .5 .6 .7
Blue Green Red

.8 .9
Near-infrared

.10

WAVELENGTH MICRONS

Figure 7-7 Wavelength sensitivity of three commonaerial films
(Adapted from P.A.Murtha. 1972)

Panchromatic Film

Panchromatic film is sensitive to the entire visible spectrum. more to
the red than to the other colours. This is the most widely used film
for forestry projects. hence the most familiar to foresters. There is
a good volume of historical records available to the interpreter for
comparison. Its advantages in comparison with colour films include
low cost. simplicity in development and reproduction. ease of correct
exposure and contrast ratio. Also. compared to colour film. more
detail can be seen in the shadows. and it has a better resolution and
image sharpness. Because it is only moderately sensitive to green.
species identification is difficult.

Normal Colour Film

The humaneye is able to discriminate far more colours than gray
tones. Colour with its hue (a colour relation to the red. yellow.
green. blue and purple). strength (chroma). and brightness (tonal .
variation) more closely represents the natural state of objects than
do gray tones; hence the better results for tree species
identification on colour than on panchromatic film. In Figure 7-8.
ten tree species are depicted by gray scale. value and chroma.
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Species separation is limited on panchromatic film owing to the
overlapping range of gray scale values (see Figure 7-8 A). On colour
film when chroma as an additional variable to gray scale value is
introduced a greater species separation is achieved (see Figure
7-8 B). Species separation is further improved when a combination of
hue and chroma is used.

The higher film and processing cost of colour film in comparison to
panchromatic 'fi1m is more than counterbalanced by the improved
qualities for species identification.

Colour Infrared Film

Colour infrared film is the least accepted of the three types of film
mainly due to unfamiliarity and inexperience with it and to the false
colour depiction of objects. It is well suited for the detection and
assessment of insect infestation and disease damage. for mapping
drainage patterns in heavily forested terrain (vegetation and water
are contrasted as red and black. respectively). for segregation of
deciduous and coniferous tree species. and for high level photography
because it can penetrate haze. Hide application of this type of
photography is restricted by inadequate knowledge. stringent exposure
time. difficulties in handling and processing and loss of detail in
shadow. For a comparison of foliage of coniferous and deciduous trees
in normal and in false colour. see Table 7-7.

Choice of films is governedby manyfactors. For mappingand general
forest inventory. b1ack-and-white film is the most suitable. For
special and sub-unit inventories when a higher discrimination of
detail is required. consider using normal colour film either in
reversal (diapositive) or in negative (print) form.

Colour infrared photographs are the best for mapping and assessment of
insect damage such as that caused by an infestation of the mountain
pine beetle.

Filters

The purpose of filters is to absorb undesirable colours and to
eliminate undesirable conditions. Theyare classified by
application: polarizing. haze cutting. colour correcting and
antivignetting (compensate for unequal light for wide-angle lens).
Because filters absorb light. a change in f/stop or in shutter speed
must be made. These filter factors are usually given by the
manufacturer for film types.
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Gray scale (pan.)

(A)

8

5

Value and chroma (colour)

8

(B)

5
4 5 6 7 8 9

CHROMA

Tree specie.

BI- Abie. la.iocarpa
Sw- Picea glauca
Sb -Picea mariona
Pw- Pinu. monticola
Cw- Thuja plicata
Ep - Betula popyrifera
At - Populu. tremuloides
Mb-Acer mocrophyllum
Py-Pinus ponderosa
Pj - Pinus bonksiona

Figure 7-8 Ten tree species depicted by gray scale value and chroma
(Adapted from R.C. Heller, G.E. Doverspike and
R.C. Aldrich, 1964).
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APPENDIX7-4 cont.

Table 7-7

Comparison of an object in normal colour and in false colour (P.A. Murtha).

Object Normal Colour False-colour Appearance

Most hardwood foliage

Most coniferous fo1age

Young conifers

Old coni fers

Plant foliage

Sick fol1age

Hardwoodfoliage

larch foliage

Hardwoodfol1age

Dead, dry foliage

Defoliated branches

Defoliated branches
with exfoliated bark

Het branches,
exfoliated bark

Green Magenta

Green Magenta to dark-blue magenta

Green Magenta

Green Dark-blue magenta

light green Pink

Yellow Mauve

Autumnyellow Hh1te

Autumnyellow Mauve

Autumnred Bright yellow

Straw-yellow Yellow to yellow-green
to red-brown

Gray to brown-black Green, blue-green, blue

Hh1t1sh Silvery, silvery-green

Dark gray Green, blue-green, blue
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APPENDIX7-4 cont.

PhotographicMedia

The contact paper print from panchromatic film is the most accepted
medium. Graininess. that is. the distribution and the size of silver
crystals. has an important affect on resolution. While large silver
crystals require less light (faster film) than do small ones. they
produce grainy or speckled images and lower resolution in comparison
to the finer grain and the higher resolution of the small silver
crystals.

Colour paper prints are produced from colour negatives. but they are
not as sharp and contain less detail than do colour reversal film.
Colour reversal film (only type for CIR) requires an artificial light
source for viewing and is a final product. which, if damagedor
destroyed. cannot be replaced. Reproduction of reversal film in film
or in paper form is possible. but it is rather expensive and lends to
loss in quality.
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APPENDIX7-5

SCALEOF PHOTOGRAPHY

Scale is the ratio between the size of an object on the image and the
size of the same object on the ground. For practical purposes. scale
is categorized as small scale (greater than 1:40 000). mediumscale
(1:10 000 to 1:40 000). large scale (less than 1:10 000) and very
large scale (less than 1:1 000).

SCALE
CLASS

PHOTO
SCALE

I: 120,000

I: 90, 000

Small I: 63, 360

I: 40,000

Medium I: 24,000
I: 15840

-.iLl
3.4 5.5 9.2 14.6 20.7 27.6

Larae

Kilometres along the 23 cm side of a photo

Figure 7-9 Scale classes and area of land covered by
a 23 cm x 23 cm aerial photograph

While factors such as image quality, and the interpreter's skill and
intuition play an important role in the identification of tree
species. scale is the most significant factor. Extraction of details
varies with scale.

The smaller the numerical value of the reciprocal of a representative
fraction. the larger is the scale. For example. 1:15 000 is a larger
scale than 1:20 000. because the object size for the first scale is
closer to its actual ground size than it is for the second one.
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APPENDIX7-5 cont.

Photo scale is an average value which could apply to one or more
photos or to an entire project area. The scales of a photo can vary
greatly with topography. height of exposure stations. and tilt. In
Figure 7-10. the effects of topography and tilt on photo scales are
illustrated.

1603cml1 r30acm

Negative

_ Lens

Positive prints

lOOm lOOm

a b

Figure 7-10 Effect of topography and tilt on photo scales
(Adapted from D.P. Laine. 1979)

In Figure 7-10. photo scale increases with an increase in elevation
(a). Scale is smaller on the upside and larger on the downside on a
tilted photo print (b).

The scale at any point on a photo (point scale) can be calculated
given the focal length of the lens and the flying height above
ground. The elevation of a point can be obtained from topographic
maps while flying height is indicated on the photo or can be obtained
from flight records. Variation of scale due to changes in elevation
is important to rememberso that tree heights and areas are not
overestimated or underestimated during forest classification. For
example. an alpine forest mayappear taller than a valley bottom stand
simply because trees are 500 to 1000 metres closer to the aerial
camera.

At mediumscales. the recognition of individual tree species is not
usually possible. However. mediumscales allow for detailed
stratification and identification of species associations on forest
land. Similar species associations have similar photographic tone.
texture and pattern. which the interpreter uses together with
ecological factors and his own skills in the identification of these
species associations. .
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APPENDIX7-5 cont.

On large-scale photos. the morphological characteristics of the crown
(shape. size. texture. density. outline) provide the basic clues for
the recognition of individual tree species. At a scale of 1:500--
the largest practicable sc~le -- twig structure and leaf arrangement
can be observed. Scale of photos in the Colour Stereogram Handbook
ranges from 1:500 to 1:1 500. Over this range of scale. most of the
foliage details are indiscernible but twig structure and small
branches are still visible. Around 1:8 000 scale. individual trees
can still be separated but description of the crown attributes is
difficult.
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APPENDIX7-6

CONTRASTANDRESOLUTION

Image contrast is the ratio between the darkest and lightest part of
the image expressed as:

Cr · BmM
Bmin

Where: Cr. Contrast ratio
B . Brightnessvalue

Contrast is important in the detection and resolution of objects. and
it is useful to the interpreter whencomparedwith the contrast of
adjacent objects.
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Figure 7-11 Images of different contrast ratio with corresponding
brightness profiles (F.F. Sabins. Jr.. 1978).

Resolution is the minimumseparation between two objects at which the
images appear distinct and separate: it is not the smallest object
that can be seen on an image. Resolution. in contrast to
detectabi1ity and recognizability. is quantifiable and is determined
as the number of line-pairs per unit (usually centimetre or
millimetre) which the humaneye can discern when looking at a target
of standard resolution from a given distance.

R . 1.r

Where: L . Distance between objects
r . Viewing distance
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APPENDIX7-6 cont.

Where:

Figure 7-12 illustrates the basic difference between detectability and
resolution. If these targets are viewed from 5 metres. on target "A".
five line-pairs-per-centimetre can just be resolved. whereas on target
B. a .02 mmvertical bar can be detected. At a mediumcontrast ratio
both the detectability and the resolution would drop to .6 mmand 3
line-pairs per centimetre. respectively. Sometimes objects can be
detected and resolved but not easily recognized. Simply put. you can
see them on a photograph but cannot identify them (narrow lines that
can be pipelines. railroads or roads).

The shape. size and orientation of an object have an important
influence on detectability. For example. if the same size (.02 mm)
dots were used in target B. this target would not be detectable.

To determine the resolution capability (ground resolution) of a
photograph. use this formula:

Rg. R~.f
Rs . Systemresolution in line-pairs per mm
H . Camera height above ground in m

f . Focal length in mm

Example: Rs . 40 line-pairs/mm
f . 152 mm

H . 1525m

Rg . 4 line-pairs/m (3.986)

Minimumground separation (Rg/2) is the minimumdistance between
target on the ground which can be resolved on the photos. Using the
previous example. when the exact line-pairs per metre is 3.986. width
per line-pair is:

1.
3.986 · .250 m

and the minimumground separation Rg/2 is:

. .250 m
2 . .12 m.

In other words. on a 1:10 000 photograph where f is 152 mmand flying
height is 1 525 m. it is possible to resolve ground targets which are
separated by only 12 cm.
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5 line- pairs cm-I 0.6mm

4 line -pairs cm-I 0.8mm

:3 line-pair cm-I 1.0 mm

A.RESOLUTION TARGETS B.DETECTION TARGETS

Figure 7-12 Resolution and detection targets with high contrast
ratio. Viewtargets from 5 m. (F.F. Sabins, Jr., 1978)
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APPENDIX7-7

VERTICALEXAGGERATION

Vertical exaggeration is an apparant exaggerated height (vertical
scale) of objects when viewed stereoscopically compared to their
actual height. Vertical exaggeration is inversely related to air base
(ground distance between exposure stations) and flying height.
This relationship is often referred to as the base-height ratio.

The approximate value of vertical exaggeration (VE) can be calculated
using this formula:

VE. (l-~E)(Fmt)(PSR)

(14.9)H

l-~E
Fmt
14.9
H
PSR

. Net gain per photo (1- endlap). Photo size (cm)
a Constant (cm/m). Flying height above at ground elevation (m)· Photo scale reciprocal

Example:
l-~E - .40(60~ endlap)
Fmt . 23 cm
H . 6 096 m
Scale. 1:20 000
PSR . 20 000

(.40)(23 cm)(20 000)
VE- 14.9 (6096 m) · 2.025

This example indicates that objects appear about twice as tall as they
really are. in other words. the vertical scale is twice as large as
the horizontal scale.

Practical applications of vertical exaggeration include: the
topographic (elevation) exaggeration of relatively flat terrain for
better stereo viewing. which is achieved by increasing distances
between exposure stations (less endlap) or by changing the flying
height. for exaggerating differences in tree heights and for the
estimation of the actual slope percent.

A simple methodfor slope estimation includes the use of a butt hinge
(see Figure 7-13). Whenthe hinge is placed just behind the
stereoscope and its plane lined up with a selected slope in the stereo
model. distance b can be measured to calculate apparent slope (AS):

4C2
AS - ~ - 1 x 100b

AS
Actual slope - Vertical exaggeration factor
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Lens

Figure 7-13 Use of slope estimator (American Society
of Photogrammetry, 1975)
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APPENDIX7-8

IMAGEDISPLACEMENT

Imagedisplacement is a shift in imageposition on a photograph
without a corresponding change in image perspective. Tilt (camera
rotation about the x and y axis of the aircraft) and relief cause
displacement. As a result of displacement. objects above or below the
ground datum may not register in their true plane position but will
appear in a displaced location.

Tilted photo

Vertical photo

Figure 7-14 Displacement caused by tilt (D.P.Paine. 1979)

\

In Figure 7-14. point lal on the tilted photo is displaced by al b
distance toward the isocentre on the vertical photo.

The displacement of an image is always radial from the principal point
and its degree depends on the extent of the relief. on the height of
the object and on the distance from the nadir. Topographic
displacement can be quantified using this formula:

d rh
- H

r - Radial distance from nadir to displaced point
h . Height of object
H - Flying height above the base of object

While this phenomenonhas certain disadvantages to the
photogrammetrist. it is a valuable tool to the photo interpreter
because he can study the oblique profile of tree crowns. especially
near the edges of the photos.

Sufficient image displacement is necessary for a proper stereo model.
Through selection of focal length and flight altitude. the three
dimensional model can be controlled. For example. in flat terrain the
vertical exaggeration can be achieved by using a shorter focal length.
conversely. in mountainous terrain. excessive displacement can be
reduced by using a longer focal length.
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APPENDIX7-9

SEASONOF PHOTOGRAPHY

The optimum season for photography depends on numerous factors, the
major ones being: purpose of photography, topography of area, number
of photographic days (lOt or less cloud cover), sun angle and type of
film.

Photo interpreters seldom have control over the seasonal selection of
photography. Even if they had, the variations of phenological
developments amongtree species are so great that the selection of one
single photographic date cannot satisfy the phenological development
of all species best suited to their identification.

Spring Photography

Spring is the best season for the segregation of deciduous from
coniferous trees, for the identification of hardwoodspecies and for
site evaluation studies.

In the early spring before the leaves appear. the barren appearance of
broad-leaved trees is easily detectable, therefore the separation of
evergreen from deciduous is easy. The hardwoodcomponentof the
stand, especially in the intermediate and overtopped levels is less
obscured, making species recognition and measurementsmore reliable.
Care must be taken not to overestimate the coniferous element on the
basis of crown cover.

The identification of deciduous species, particularly on normal colour
films and on large-scale photos, can be accomplished at this time
using the characteristics of the branching, the twig structure and the
trunk. For example, the chalk-white trunk of the mature commonpaper
birch can be distinguished from the greenish-gray to whitish bark of
aspen.

Lack of foliage on both the trees and the shrubs allows the
interpreter to view the ground in detail. Drainage systems, soil, and
rock are visible allowing for accurate site evaluation.

Variation in foliage development and flowering dates are also aids to
species identification. The development of a local phenological data
base can be helpful for the hard to identify species, especially in
their immature stage. For instance; spruce, balsam, fir, birch and
aspen.

SummerPhotography

Summeris the most commonseason of photography for forest inventory
because the sun angle is high, the weather is good, and the foliage is
fully developed.
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APPENDIX7-9 cont.

The ideal sun angle is 33 degrees which occurs generally from May
until August. A high sun angle is related to high flying efficiency
and production. Weather patterns are stable and predictable. making
flying easy and regular. Most of the cloud-free and acceptable cloud
cover days occur during this time.

Although summeris not the best time for the separation of some
species. it is a good time for the separation of most of them.

Fall Photoarachv

No reliable rules exist for the identification of tree species based
solely on the discolouration of the leaves or on the order in which
trees shed their leaves. The hue of colour and the time at which
trees change colour vary amongtrees of the same species.

Fall photography aids in the differentiation of softwoods and
hardwoods in mixed stands. As with spring photography. fall
photography highlights larch species.

The low sun angle and poor weather conditions limit the photography of
large tracts of forest land but fall photography is still suitable for
the update of logging and fire depletions.

Winter Photography

In the winter. the weather and sun angle are poor for most operational
photography.

Owing to sharp contrast. to lack of ground vegetation and to missing
foliage on deciduous trees. the identification of deciduous trees is
relatively easy provided snow is minimal on the branches.

Winter photography is also useful for updating logged areas. The
contrast between timbered and clearcut areas is sharp and the high
reflectance of the snow cover lessens the adverse effect of shadow.

Other applications of winter photography include the studies of crown
shapes (sharp shadow contrast>. of the branching of broad-leaf
species. of evergreen regeneration. and of the detection of partially
defoliated coniferous species.

"
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Names and symbols for the recognized commercial native
tree species of British Columbia

CommonName Scientific Name
of of Genus Sped es

Genus/Sped es Genus/Species Symbol Symbol

AJJ!.H AlnY.i D
Red alder A. rubra Dr

Bilrnl AIllii B
Suba1pine fir A. 1asiocarpa Bl
Amabl1is fi r A. amabi1is Ba
Grand fir A. grandis Bg

BtlYil E
Paper bi rch B. papyrifera Ep
Alaska paper birch B. neoalaskana Ea

Ih.Y.ta C
Western red cedar T. plicata Cw

CYDress Chamaecvparis Y
Yellow cedar C. nootkatensis Yc

Douglas-fir Pseudotsuga F
Douglas-fir P. menziesi1 Fd

Hemlock ilY9.a H
Mountain hemlock T. mertensiana Hm
Western hemlock T. heterophylla Hw

Larh L
Alpine larch L. lya 11ii La
Tamarack L. laricina Lt
Western larch L. ocd denta 1is Lw

tWlli Am: M

Big1eaf maple A. macrophy11um Mb
Pine fimLi P

li mber pi ne P. fl exi 1is Pf
Lodgepo1epine P. contorta Pl
Western white pine P. monticola Pw
Whitebark pine P. a1bicau1is Pa
Yell ow pin e P. ponderosa Py
Jack pine P. banksi ana Pj

PQD.ill Popu1us A
Trembling aspen P. tremu10ides At
Balsam poplar P. ba1samifera Ac

subsp. ba1samifera
Black cottonwood P. ba1samifera Ac

subsp. trichocarpa
Spruce fun S

Black spruce P. mariana Sb
Enge1mannspruce P. engelmannii Se
Sitka spruce P. sitchensis Ss
White spruce P. glauca Sw
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